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Let’s define the new normal of work in
insurance and beyond!
Organisations are traditionally set up for standardisation and
predictability. When the unpredictable pandemic hit, even the most
successful corporations had to prioritise transforming into smarter,
more resilient enterprises.
The timing is right: the post-pandemic future of work is yet to be
defined - and with the NXT:Enterprise Programme we set out to work with
ambitious startups to turn the vision of smart enterprises into reality.

NXT:Enterprise - What’s in it for you?
The programme is designed as a 3-month journey for the most
ambitious startups to boost growth trajectory. Here’s how:

BIZ DEV

COACHING

Challenge your business
model with our founders
curriculum.

Build curated business
growth opportunities with
20+ market leaders

NETWORK

Connect with
65+ mentors and
handpicked
investors

Apply here

COMMUNITY

Benefit from our proven
track record and join
200+ alumni

NXT:Enterprise - Are you the one?
We are looking for ambitious, international smart enterprise startups
within and beyond the following fields:

What do we need from you?
Validated product/market fit with first traction
Eagerness to expand in the German market and beyond
Commitment to work closely with our corporate partners
Positive vibes, enthusiasm and some of your precious time
This programme is financed by the Bavarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and our
corporate network. We require no financial commitment or equity from startups.

Apply here

What’s the timeline?
26 Feb
Application
deadline
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Founders’
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Kick-Off
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12 May
Pitch Day I

07 Jul
Programme
Showcase

BizDev
Week

12 Jun
Pitch Day II

Pitch
Bootcamp

Who is InsurTech Hub Munich?
InsurTech Hub Munich (ITHM) is a non-profit innovation platform
uniting international insurance and cross-industry partners, startups,
investors, academia and governmental entities in their quest to make
the industry future-proof. ITHM is appointed as one of twelve de:hub
digital innovation epicenters by the German government.
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With six successful batches under its belt, ITHM guides founders
through a variety of programmes every year, connecting them with
industry decision-makers, field experts and world-class mentors and
investors. Through its multi-step methodology in business
development and unique concierge services, the ITHM team and its
allies make startups ready for seed, Series A and beyond.

Apply here

ITHM Community
Our Unique Partner Network

Selected Alumni
and many more...

1

VC Network

Corine Ackermann
Startup Relations Lead

Bhushan Chhatre
Startup Associate

We look forward to hearing from you!

Apply here

